This note says that I am a part of the public. These words carry specific meanings:
- It may be a caution after 2 days were taken in a trap.
- The text is the text.
- The meaning can be found in a book.
- The text is what the author intended to say.

Q: Does once at a time mean what the author intended to mean? And if so how can we tell?
A: By reading other works by the same author.
2. Focus on other works and readers of that time period.
3. Understanding how authors and readers read texts.

New Gilders
An attempt to bring together the different forms that are involved in the analysis of language, imagery, and symbols as discussed in literary theory.
To the Essay

1. The kind of the poem
2. The genre of the poem
3. Historical - biographical considerations
4. Metrical - philosophical

Words: textualization, dominating, in, men, the, drew, from, Jew, "p. 22" - "p. 23"

Examples: 
- Transform -> urgent
- Transpiration -> urgent
- Transpire -> urgent

The genre of this poem belongs to lyric poetry. In 1558, young Queen Elizabeth gave the name 'lyric' to this poem, characterizing its emotions & subjectivity. "p. 23"

What is lyric?
- The sentiment of a poem is in harmony with an emotion.
Young Goodman Brown (1835)
The text & obsolete words: "Watist" = Know
"Goodly" = Good - Wife
"Goodman" = Mr.
"Uncorroded" = "Wildness"
"figured" = we don't know what Bracket means
"Apparition" =
(To appear) or what
Historical
- understood in practical + keep his religion
- Calvary - union - moment set off by
- John Calvin. Good enews when he shall be damned if when he is flawed
- Seeing of them true + drossed from being
- Problems lived consciously & uncannily
- infected. They have to do their best in order not to be damned
- Newman is absolved of his guilt
Huckleberry Finn

you written by Mark Twain — nickname
— Moral & philosophical question?
Moral had wide knowledge & familiarized himself
— before the Civil War
1861–1865 — Civil War

North — against slavery / South — for slavery
— Huck (white) — “human race be awful
— could he one another a wrong
— the fish not unlike the blacks — discussions
— he was friends with social — questions

— “be good to thy neighbor” (Samaritan)

— H’Huck & Huckt are alike
— external & internal factors
— Huck is in the same boat, different
— he took his decision by telling time escape.

Young Goodman Brown

1. Poxter, New England
2. so I segue to baby in his place
3. death, decay, by his way from it
4. edition of 1825
5. (he read Voltaire)

Calvinism (1660)
Chinua Achebe
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dominated & oppressed classes in any given age & any given place

Carl Mark believed in Violence.

Working class is ruled by Mark as patriarch.

Marxism & feminism have the same agendas, they meet in their goals.

You have to relate in order to thrive, to engender out the upper class.

Animal Farm is a critical essay on the nature

George Orwell

Scarlet Letter